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AUTSCAPE
COUNTDOWN DAILY NEWSLETTER
A real life Autscape isn’t just lectures, and an online Autscape
doesn’t mean just staring at faces all day. There will be many
interactive sessions, and the following are ones that you may
want to have time to prepare a contribution for. Spaces for
some are limited, so if you want to contribute, see the sidebar
for how to let us know.

Workshop
27-30 July
If you want to do a lightning
talk or entertainment evening
performance, email the
Programme Coordinator at
programme@autscape.org
Book for Autscape by midday
20 July here:
https://www.tickettailor.com/
events/autscape/369583/

2:00pm on Wednesday 29 July
Spencer Hunley will be presenting a workshop on using
memes as an aid to communication. We are still working out
the details, but there will be an opportunity to share memes,
so you might want to consider whether you have a favourite
meme others might enjoy.

Interactive activities
Sparklies in the dark
9:30pm on Monday 27 July
Visual stims are particularly on theme this year, so we couldn’t
do without adapting the Sparklies event. Being online allows
for some new options. Do you have a favourite stimmy video
or toy you could share? A sensory space at home you could
show us? Some other kind of visual enjoyment? Come and
show something, or just see what others bring.

Lightning talks
3:00pm on Tuesday 28 July
Do you have a project or interest you want to tell others
about? You can give a 5 minute talk on almost any subject.

Entertainment evening
8:30pm on Thursday 30 July

www.autscape.org

To round oﬀ the event on the last night, participants are
invited to entertain an audience. Each contribution is a
maximum of 5 minutes. You can do your performance live
or pre-record it to share on the night. Almost any type of
performance is welcome, e.g. readings, singing, comedy,
playing instruments, or more alternative ‘variety’ acts.
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